TIMES

WELCOME MESSAGE
Dear Team Enviro,

Happy New Year and warm
greetings as we begin 2018! We
hope that you are ready to start
the new year with excitement,
anticipation and renewed strength.
We begin the new year 2018 by
welcoming you to the very first
issue of Enviro Newstimes in hope
that you will find great value in its
content and that it will aid you in
your own goals to grow and thrive.
We intend to make it a regular
publication and to use it to keep you
in
touch
with
news
and
developments which relate to our
company. We want this newsletter
to be valuable for you so please
share
your
feedback
and
suggestions to help us improve. So
let’s get started!!

www.enviro.com.pk

MESSAGE
FROM THE CSO

Dear Enviro Family,
Assalam u Alaikum
and a very Happy New Year 2018 to
you all!
The new year is a moment of
celebration and a perfect time for
new beginnings. It is often a time of
resolutions where we decide to do
things a little differently for the
coming year. Now that we’re a few
days into the new year, it’s good to
look ahead and think about what this
year may bring us.
The current circumstances are all
quite challenging to work in. But no
matter what the circumstances are,
we must not lose sight of our priority:
to
be
strong
and
financially
sustainable company that puts the
customer at the heart of everything
we do. Showing our customers how
we can support them in their
everyday needs, flexibility where
possible and a range of clear and
simple products. Let us aim for higher
goals in 2018 and work hard to
achieve them.
The year ahead will bring its own
challenges but I’m sure by working
together, keeping focused on our
priorities and putting our customers
first we can realize our ambitions. We
enter 2018 with a new motto “One
Team, One mission, One Vision”.
These will certainly continue to be my
priorities and I am convinced I can
count on you to do the same.

Imran Yusufzai
Chief Strategy Officer

Our Retail Partner
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RD & Enviro

This year RD and Enviro join forces and intend to
pursue a common goal: whereby RD provides an
extensive network of 180+ retail outlets and Enviro
provides a range of economical, energy efficient
and user friendly home appliances. This strategy
and the integrated approach will enable two
hallmarks of JW SEZ group to develop cross
business learning and help to maximize skill base
across the group.
The learning that will be gained by the process will
help to refine and develop methods and
techniques that will lead to best practices across
the JW SEZ platform. The expanded form is
explained as:

Marketing
Initiatives

Enviro
#CELEBRATE life
with Enviro

TRIBES

Enviro

#CelebrateLife

Enviro Tribe

myEnviro

For the year 2018, Enviro’s
theme for all outbound
communication
will
be
Celebrate Life. With a keen
focus on providing products
that our customer want and
value,
we
manufacture
products that make life
easier for our customers.
While doing so we enable our
customers to give time to
more important things in life
and hence allow them to
enjoy and celebrate each an
every moment of Life.

An exciting effort on social
media to maintain our
current customer base and
bring in future customers
under the Enviro umbrella.
By using the far reaching
access of various social
media
platforms
this
initiative
will
request
customers to simply tag and
refer people to Enviro, both
the referring person and the
referred person will receive
Enviro branded gifts. This
activity will be launched later
in the year and will go a far
way in increasing Enviro’s
visibility as an electronics
brand.

Also a social media initiative,
the
inspiration
behind
myEnviro is to associate
each product with its usage .
Using effective engagement
tools customer’s will engage
with the brand and share
their stories of product
usage and how they have
helped them to Celebrate
Life.

We have made a video
around this theme which can
be viewed at:
https://www.facebook.com/E
nviroAppliances/videos/2223
740867852957/

In line with our goal to strengthen our
main product categories, Enviro, in 2018,
will launch new models within the AC,
Microwave Oven and Water Dispenser
categories. The new models are designed
to effectively cater to our target market
as established in Envio’s Vision 2020.
Boasting special features to suit the
Pakistan market, these new products
offer unmatched energy-efficiency and
reliability.
AIR
CONDITIONER

MICROWAVE
OVEN

Following the extra ordinary

With an already powerful

demand for Enviro’s TQ
models in the Everest Series,
Enviro Product Team has
made efforts to launch a
Heat & Cool Inverter model
within the Iceberg Series this
year. To be represented as
the QS model, the new
product is expected to be a
high end model with low
voltage
startup
and
incorporated with Enviro’s
signature PFC (Power Factor
Correction) Technology.

microwave range, the MWO
category will see the addition
of 3 new models in the year
2018. Two models 20XM6
and 20XM7, available in 20
liters capacity, will be perfect
and convenient for home
cooking. Incorporated are 6
power levels which give users
a greater control over their
cooking by helping them set
various settings for different
type of dishes. The new
46XDG model will be a
welcome addition to the 46
liters capacity range which
Enviro lacked previously.
Available with such features
as Grill Function, Express and
Combination Cooking and
rapid defrost, 46XDG will
surely strengthen our MWO
product range.

WATER
DISPENSER

C ommitted

to providing
modern
and
easily
affordable lifestyle solutions,
the
WD
category
will
bolstered by the addition of
the aesthetically designed
WD90 model to provide
consumers with healthy,
attractive and reliable source
of hot, cold and normal
water. With a fashionable
and beautiful tampered glass
design, the model will come
with a stainless steel water
tank, efficient compressor
and a handy 20 liter cabinet
storage. Part of the Elegant
Series the WD90 will be
available in attractive Red
and White colors and has
been designed with careful
attention so that it matches
with interiors at both homes
and offices.
Our focus right now is
strengthening our product
lineups and offer a range of
clear and simple
products to our customers

QAISER SOHAIL

New
Dealers Signup – 120+ Dealers
Realizing that a strong presence on
the nationwide dealer network is vital
for pushing towards brand visibility,
awareness and acceptance, Enviro
will be signing up 70+ new dealers in
2018 to compliment its presence on
the RD network. The dealers are
carefully analyzed and selected
based on such factors as potential to
sell Enviro, current brand portfolio
and ability to meet Enviro credit
terms.
In order to streamline dealer signup
procedures
new
Business
Agreements have been formulated

and a Credit Policy Manual has been
scripted that together with new
mechanisms
for
AR
(Account
Receivable) and OD (Over Due) will
be implemented for ongoing dealer
monitoring.
Approach towards new dealer
signings and on going mutual support
in selling the brand is substantially
different from previous years as well;
as Mr. Musharaf Rehan says “rather
than pushing stock to the dealers, the
focus would be on the seasonality of
the product. Targets will be locked
with the dealer during the contract
signing stages and only the invoiced
quantity will be expected to retailed”.
This will entail that only limited and
locked stock quantities are put in the
market. The dealers will also be able
to take benefit of various Early
Payment Policy incentives.
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SLOGANS
FROM THE INTERNAL
DEPARTMENTS
PRODUCT
Define It. Develop It.
Put it to Work. We
Make It Better.

COMMERCIAL
Creating Product and
Services that
maximizes the Joy of
customers with Speed
and within Budget.

MARKETING
Leading Enviro into the
future through Creativity,
Engagement and
Customer Trust.

CUSTOMER
SERVICES (CSD)

Effective Services.

HR
Success through
Teamwork.

FINANCE

Turning Vision
into Value.

The Business GURU –
Effective Management Tips
An effective manager pays attention to many facets of management, leadership and
learning within an organization. There are, however, seven management skills without which
you won't become a successful manager.

Understands the financial aspects
of the business and sets goals and measures and documents staff
progress and success. This allows the team to feel a sense of progress,
that they are reaching goals and exceeding expectations. People want
to know how they are performing against expectations at work.

3
Builds the team and enables other staff to
collaborate more effectively with each other.
People feel as if they have become more—more
effective, more creative, more productive—in the
presence of a team builder. He is willing to sit down
and problem solve when teamwork or team tasks
are not on target and working effectively. He’s able
to let employees know directly and candidly when
they are impeding the team's progress.

Communicates effectively in person, print, texts,
and email. Listening and two-way feedback
characterize interactions with others. The manager
is also open to receiving feedback from colleagues
and reporting staff. He avoids a defensive
response and is willing to change his behavior when
the feedback is on target. But, mostly, he
understands and acts upon the power of
interaction.

2

4

Financial and other goals let them know. Painting a picture that
employees can agree on is effective for noting progress when numerical
goals don't exist. Good managers understand and play the appropriate
role in creating this picture, feedback, and communication.

7

KEY
MANAGEMENT
SKILLS

A successful manager, one whom
others want to follow, performs
the following actions effectively:

1

Builds effective and responsive interpersonal
relationships. Reporting staff members, colleagues
and executives respect his or her ability to
demonstrate caring, collaboration, respect, trust,
and attentiveness. They depend on this manager to
treat colleagues with dignity and respect, to keep
his word, to exude integrity, and display
dependability and character under even the most
challenging occurrences and challenges.

7
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6

Knows how to create an environment
in which people experience
positive morale and recognition and
employees are motivated to work hard for
the success of the business. Understands
that he is the most significant factor in
whether employees are happy at work. His
interaction with employees sets the tone
for the workplace every day.

Leads by example
and sets the pace via his expectations and
behavior. He provides recognition when
others do the same. Employees know that
he is the real deal because he says and
does the same thing.

Helps people grow and develop
their skills and capabilities through
education and on-the-job learning. Brings career
pathing to employees so that they continue to grow
and develop. Makes employee career and personal
development a priority in the workplace. Employees
feel as if their manager cares about their careers
and progress. This is one of the most significant
factors that employees need from work.

WORK
is FUN

”He’s right, when you look at it that way,
it’s not so bad!”

QUOTE
UNQUOTE

If you are not taking care of your customer,
your competitor will.

JANUARY
BIRTHDAYS
Let’s take a time and
wish Happy Birthday to our January
born valued team members:

EMPLOYEE
NAME

DOB

DESIGNATION

IRAM BASEER

Jan - 03

Sr. Officer Credit Control

DANISH QAYYUM

Jan - 11

Franchise Executive

ZAIN BUTT

Jan - 11

Sr. Officer Credit Control

AQEEL AFTAB

Jan - 12

Corporate Sales Executive

SYED FAISAL

Jan - 12

Manager recovery

DAWOOD AZHAR QURESHI

Jan - 18

Recovery Coordinator

ARSHAD ALI

Jan - 19

Dispatcher

MUHAMMAD AHSAN FARHAD

Jan - 28

Accounts Executive

AMMAR AHMED MINHAS

Jan - 31

Assistant Manager Procurement

IRFAN WAHEED

Jan - 15

Customer Service Executive

GHULAM RASOOL

Jan - 01

Office Boy

GET IN TOUCH
Additorial Team

Ahmad Abrar Chaudhary

Muhammad Arif

For Comments and Suggestions
ahmed.abrar@enviro.com.pk
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